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ABSTRACT  
 
Government agencies must simultaneously disseminate useful microdata and maintain confidentiality of individual records.  
Releasing synthetic data is one approach.  We propose to create synthetic data using a combination of quantile regression, hot 
deck imputation, and rank swapping.  The result is a releasable data set containing original values for a few key variables, 
synthetic quantile regression predictions for several variables, and imputed and perturbed values for remaining variables. The 
procedure should provide quality data to the user and simultaneously protect the confidentiality of respondents.  The methods is 
illustrated by creating synthetic data for a Public Use Microdata Set from the American Community Survey. 
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RÉSUMÉ 
 
Les organismes gouvernementaux doivent diffuser des microdonnées utiles tout en veillant à la confidentialité de chaque 
enregistrement.  La diffusion des données synthétiques est une façon d’aborder la question.  Nous proposons la création de 
données synthétiques utilisant une combinaison de régression quantile, d’imputation par hot deck et la permutation de rangs.  Le 
résultat consiste en une base de données avec des valeurs originales pour quelques variables clefs, des prédictions par régression 
quantile pour plusieurs variables et des valeurs imputées et perturbées pour les variables restantes.  Ce processus devrait fournir à 
l’utilisateur des données de bonne qualité tout en veillant au respect de la confidentialité des répondants.  Une base de données 
synthétique est créée avec cette méthode pour le fichier de microdonnées à grande diffusion provenant de l’enquête « American 
Community Survey ». 
 
MOTS CLÉS : Confidentialité; Contrôle de la divulgation; Contrôle d'inférence; Fichier de données à grande diffusion; 
imputation; non-divulgation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 Description of the Problem 
 
Government agencies face demands to release accurate, timely data and to simultaneously uphold their promises of 
privacy and confidentiality to respondents.  We study options for generating synthetic data files for public release. 
Specifically, we study combining quantile regression and hot deck imputation with rank swapping to produce releasable, 
usable synthetic microdata.   To capture the complex relationships found in demographic and economic data collected by 
statistical agencies, conditional quantile regression models are used.  Predicted values computed from model estimates 
and key predictors are generated for several confidential variables at random quantiles.  Values for other variables are 
imputed from the original data using hot deck imputation and further perturbed using a rank swapping procedure. The 
quantile regression predictions are combined with the imputed perturbed values to form a data set with record level data 
for release that has low disclosure risk and high data utility. 
 
In general, there is a trade off between reducing disclosure risk and increasing data utility.  At one extreme, releasing no 
data has zero risk (except for someone physically stealing the data), but no usefulness at all.  At the other extreme, 
releasing all collected data, including personal identifying information (or at least everything but explicit personal 
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identifiers), should be the most useful for researchers, but has the highest potential for harm to respondents. In order to 
judge the relative merits of disclosure limitation methods, we need to assess both the risk of disclosing confidential 
information and the data utility, or the inferential worthiness, of the released data set.  Released data sets that carry too 
much disclosure risk or too little data utility should be avoided.   
 
1.2 Organization of the Paper 
 
Section 2 presents the proposed method.  Section 3 describes the data set and application of the proposed method.  Results 
on data utility are contained in Section 4.  Section 5 contains a summary.  Methods of measuring disclosure risk for the 
proposed method are contained in Huckett and Larsen (2008).  Previous descriptions of preliminary versions of the 
proposed method can be found in Huckett and Larsen (2007a, 2007b).  See Domingo-Ferrer and Saygin (2008) for 
background and references on confidentiality and disclosure control.  
 
 

2. PROPOSED SYNTHETIC DATA METHOD 
 

The proposed synthetic data method combines quantile regression with hot deck imputation and rank swapping to 
generate record level data for release.  We propose to retain original values on a handful of nonsensitive variables. 
Predictions from conditional quantile regression models are used to generate values for other variables.  This is described 
in Section 2.1.  Hot deck imputation techniques are combined with rank swapping to impute values from original records 
into the synthetic data set for remaining variables.  Details of this are described in Section 2.2 and 2.3.  A summary of the 
proposed method is presented in Section 2.4. 
 
2.1 Quantile Regression 
 
We propose using quantile regression predictions (Koenker 2002) to generate synthetic values for statistical disclosure 
limitation. Suppose we wish to release a data set containing variables X and Y for public use, but must protect 
confidentiality.  To do so, we generate a synthetic data set for release with properties very similar to the original data.  
Suppose variable X is non-sensitive and original values can be released without concern, but that variables Y1,Y2,...,Ys are 
sensitive and must be protected. We propose using quantile regression to generate synthetic values for Y1,Y2,...,Ys such that 
the joint distribution of Y1,Y2,...,Ys |X in the original data is preserved.  
 
If we write the joint distribution of Y1,Y2,...,Ys given X as, we can rewrite it using a sequence of conditional distributions as 
follows:  

Y1,Y2,...,Ys |X = (Y1 |X) (Y2|X, Y1) …  (Ys |X, Y1,...,Ys-1) 
 

That is, given distributional assumptions about Y1,Y2,...,Ys |X and values for X, we could generate values for Y1 conditional 
on X,  values for Y2 conditional on X and Y1, and so on.  For each variable Yi, we propose to use quantile regression to 
model the relationship between the quantiles of variable Yi and variables X and Yi (j<i). Using the coefficient estimates, for 
each observation for variable Yi, we will generate a random quantile (a value between 0 and 1) and the corresponding 
predicted quantile conditional on values of X and Yj (j<i).  This produces a synthetic observation for every record on 
variable Yi.  The quantile regression predictions at several quantiles should be able to accurately represent the original data 
in the sense that the conditional distributions should be roughly equivalent.  The predictions also should be releasable 
without compromising confidentiality because, except for nonsensitive X variables, no actual values are being released. 
 
2.2 Hot Deck Imputation 
 
After implementing the quantile regression procedure, our synthetic data set contains original values on the nonsensitive 
variables and synthetic values for variables that are generated using quantile regression predictions.  Hot deck imputation 
can be used to identify records from the original data that are similar to records in the synthetic data with respect to the 
nonsensitive variables and variables for which quantile regression predictions are generated.  Consider vertically merging 
the original and synthetic data sets. The result is one data set with several complete records (original data) and several 
incomplete records (synthetic set so far). If we consider the remaining variables to have missing values in the synthetic, or 
incomplete records, then we can use hot deck procedures typically applied in missing value problems to impute values 
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from the original, complete records into the synthetic records.  Rather than impute values for all remaining variables from 
a single original record, we further perturb these values using rank swapping.  This procedure is described in Section 2.3. 
 
2.3 Rank Swapping 
 
Rank swapping is a perturbation method used to protect confidential data.  We use rank swapping in addition to hoot deck 
imputation in order to introduce randomness to the record identified through hot deck imputation techniques.  This is 
necessary because in our method, the values on variables from a single original record are identified to be imputed into the 
synthetic data set.  A concern with this is that the information from a single record can be linked with outside information 
to identify a single respondent in the released data.  Rather than impute values from the identified record on each variable, 
we use rank swapping to impute values from other records with values near but not likely equal to the values in the 
identified record.  This should decrease the likelihood of linking information in a single synthetic record with outside 
information to identify a respondent in the synthetic data set, lowering disclosure risk.  Since the swap is rank based, 
providing a ranks are swapped within a reasonable proximity, the data utility should remain high.  
 
2.4 Proposed Method 
 
The proposed method for creating a synthetic data set combines quantile regression, hot deck imputation, and rank 
swapping.  Suppose the original data set contains variables Y where Y =( Y1,Y2,...,Yd ).  We create a synthetic version of Y 
by applying the methods described above to generate values for synthetic variables Z =( Z1,Z2,...,Zd ) that can be released.  
 
Variables in Y0 contain specific identifying information such as name or social security number.  Values on these variables 
are never released in any form.  We retain values on a handful of nonsensitive variables, say (Y1,Y2,...,Yk ). These values 
are used in quantile regression models for a collection of sensitive variables, (Yk+1,...,Yl ) say, whose joint distribution is 
important to maintain in the released data set.  Using original values on (Y1,...,Yl ), coefficients in quantile regression 
models are estimated  and predictions are made for (Yk+1,...,Yl ),  generating values for (Zk+1,...,Zl ). 
 
Using values on (Z1,...,Zl ) and (Y1,...,Yl ), hot deck imputation is used to identify original records from which to impute 
values for variables (Zl+1,...,Zd ) in the synthetic data set corresponding to (Yl+1,...,Yd ) in the original data set. In each 
record identified using hot deck imputation techniques, rank swapping is applied and values from records containing the 
observation with the swapped rank are imputed into the synthetic data set.   
 
Applying this method to a confidential data set with values on variables ( Y0,Y1,...,Yd ) results in a synthetic data set with 
values on corresponding variables (Z1,...,Zd ).  The synthetic data set should provide data with low disclosure risk and high 
data utility. In an application to an American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample in Section 4 and 5, the 
proposed method is applied to create a synthetic data set and examine data utility is examined. Methods of measuring 
disclosure risk for the proposed method are contained in Huckett and Larsen (2008).  
 

3. AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY DATA SET 
 

In an application, we use a Public Use Microdata Set (PUMS) available through the U.S. Census Bureau as a test set on 
which the proposed SDL procedures are implemented and results are examined.  The application is somewhat contrived 
since the PUMS data has already undergone SDL methods to protect respondents' confidentiality.  The application here 
allows us to showcase prior work done on actual confidential data sets at the Iowa Department of Revenue and at the U.S. 
Census Bureau combined with additional work done at Iowa State University where access to confidential data sets was 
limited.  Hence, in this application, we assume PUMS records would be sensitive if combined with further details that 
exist in the original confidential data set. Any disclosure limitation methods that have already been applied to the PUMS 
data prior to its release are ignored, and we act as though released values constitute the original data.    
 
The work done here is an extension to work done at the U.S. Census Bureau using data from the American Community 
Survey (ACS).  We use the corresponding ACS data set from the PUMS data.  Access to PUMS can be gained through the 
Census Bureau website (www.census.gov) and the DataFerret application, which is available for download at 
dataferrett.census.gov.  Ferret is an acronym for Federated Electronic Research, Review, Extraction and Tabulation Tool.  
The application is free and easy to use.  It provides access to samples of data from surveys that are collected by the 
Census Bureau.  To use the DataFerret application, users must submit name and email address to gain access. Survey data 
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can be downloaded by selecting the particular survey and variables.  Geographic information is limited to broad regions 
(northeast, midwest, south, west, Puerto Rico), divisions (Puerto Rico, New England, Middle Atlantic, etc.), and states. 
Further details about the data used are presented in Section 3.1.  The models and procedures are presented in 3.2.  Results 
regarding data utility in Section 4.  
 
3.1 Population, Sample, and Variables 
 
The PUMS sample considered in this application comes from an ACS data set including data on 30,883 respondents in 
Iowa on the variables age, retirement income, social security income, supplemental security income, property tax paid 
(categorized), wages earned, educational attainment, citizenship, sex, and veteran period of status presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Variables from American Community Survey (ACS) data 
used in an application of the proposed synthetic data method. 

 
Abbreviation Meaning 
SCHL Educational attainment 
VPS Veteran period of service 
AGE Age 
RET Retirement income 
SS Social security income 
SSI Supplemental security income 
TAX Property tax paid 
WAGE Wages earned 

 
3.2 Models and Procedures 
 
In this application, the proposed synthetic data method is implemented in three stages.  First, values on variables YSCHL and 
YVPS are combined into a single categorical variable ZSCHL/VPS.  Second,  conditional quantile regression models of YAGE on  
ZSCHL/VPS, YRET on ZSCHL/VPS and YAGE,, and YSS on ZSCHL/VPS, YAGE , and YRET  are used to generate synthetic values ZAGE, ZRET, 
and ZSS.   Third, hot deck imputation and rank swapping based for YSSI based on ZSCHL/VPS, YAGE , and YRET , YTAX based on 
ZSCHL/VPS, YAGE , and YRET , and YWAGE based on ZSCHL/VPS, YAGE , and YRET  are used to generate synthetic values ZSSI, ZTAX, 
and ZWAGE.  The three steps are described in more detail below.  
 
Recategorization 

 
Educational attainment (YSCHL) and veteran period of service (YVPS) are considered nonsensitive and available to the 
intruder in this application.  Their values are released after recategorizing.  In the original data set, YSCHL has 17 levels; 0 is 
recorded for respondents who are less than 3 years old, 1 is recorded for respondents with no education, then values 
increase from 1 to 16 as educational attainment increases, with level 16 corresponding to a doctorate degree.  Variable 
YVPS  has 13 levels; 0 corresponds to a respondent who is not a veteran--the majority of respondents have recorded value 0, 
levels 1 to 12 correspond to veterans of the Gulf War (1), the Gulf War and Vietnam (2), Vietnam only (3), and so on, 
with level 12 corresponding to any period before World War II. Detailed variable definitions are available through the 
PUMS data dictionary at http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/PUMSDataDict06.pdf.  We recategorize YSCHL and 
YVPS into ZSCHL/VPS with 16 levels as shown in Table 2. 
 
Recategorization is performed because when VPS greater than 0, unique records exist with respect to SCHL and VPS 
levels (particularly when both are at the highest levels).  The resulting 16 categories each contain more than one record. 
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Table 2: Recategorization of  Veteran's Period of Service (YVPS)  
and educational attainment (YSCHL) from U.S. Census Bureau 
Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) data set into  ZSCHL/VPS. 

 
New SCHL/VPS code VPS code SCHL code 

1 0 0 
2 0 1 
3 0 2 
4 0 3 
5 0 4 
6 0 5 
7 0 6 
8 0 7 
9 0 8 

10 0 9 
11 0 10 
12 0 11 
13 0 12 or more 
14 1 or more 8 or less 
15 1 or more 9, 10, 11 
16 1 or more 12 or more 

 
Conditional Quantile Regression Models 

 
Synthetic values for YAGE, YRET, and YSS (ZAGE, ZRET, and ZSS) are generated using conditional quantile regression models.  
Model estimates and predicted values are computed at randomly selected quantiles τAGE to obtain synthetic values ZAGE  = 

AGEAGEY τ,
ˆ .  Similarly, synthetic values for ZRET, and ZSS are computed using regression estimates at random quantiles τRET 

and τSS.  The conditional quantile regression models are written as 
 

AGEAGEAGE AGEAGEVPSSCHLAGE eYYY τττ β ,,, )( += , 

RETRETRET RETRETAGEVPSSCHLRET eYYYY τττ β ,,, )( += , 

and 

SSSSSS SSSSRETAGEVPSSCHLSS eYYYYY τττ β ,,, )( += , 

where the random errors are independent with zero mean and variance depending on the random quantile:  

)))((/()1()( 122
kkkk Ff ττττω −−=  

for variables k = AGE, RET, and SS.   
 

Using estimates 
AGEAGE τβ ,

ˆ , 
RETRET τβ ,

ˆ , and 
SSSS τβ ,

ˆ ,  predicted quantiles are computed as  

AGEAGE AGEVPSSCHLAGE ZZ ττ β ,/,
ˆ)(= , 

RETRET RETAGEVPSSCHLRET ZZZ ττ β ,/,
ˆ)(= , 

and 

SSSS SSRETAGEVPSSCHLSS ZZZZ ττ β ,/,
ˆ)(= . 

 
The predicted quantiles are the synthetic values for age, retirement income, and social security income.  
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Hot Deck Imputation and Rank Swapping 

 

Hot deck imputation and rank swapping are used to generate synthetic values for supplemental security income (YSSI), 
property tax (YTAX), and wage income (YWAGE).  The hot deck procedure compares original values YSCHL/VPS, YAGE, and YRET 
to synthetic values ZSCHL/VPS, ZAGE, and ZRET using the Mahalanobis distance measure.   
 
The distance between each synthetic record i and all synthetic records j=1,...,n is represented as 

2/11 ))()((),( jiYY

T

ji YZSYZjid −−= −  

where Y = (YSCHL/VPS, YAGE, YRET)’ and Z = (ZSCHL/VPS, ZAGE, ZRET)’.   The original record j with smallest distance d(i,j) to 
synthetic record i is identified as a match.  Values YSSI,j, YTAX,j, and YWAGE,j from the matching original record can be 
imputed into synthetic record i.  Rather than imputing all three values from the same original record i, we further perturb 
the imputed values by  selecting from among records whose distances to synthetic record i are among the lowest distances 
using rank swapping. 
 
Ranks of YSSI,j, YTAX,j, and YWAGE,j in the matching record are calculated and denoted rSSI,j, rTAX,j, and rWAGE,j .  Swapping 
takes place by selecting ranks r*

SSI,j, r
*
TAX,j, and r*

WAGE,j randomly from the uniform intervals about the ranks of the 
matching record.  That is,  

r
*
SSI,j ~ Uniform(rSSI,j – δ1, rSSI,j + δ1), 

r
*
TAX,j ~ Uniform(rTAX,j – δ2, rTAX,j + δ2), 

and 
r
*
WAGE,j ~ Uniform(rWAGE,j – δ3, rWAGE,j + δ3). 

 
Values on the original records containing values that correspond to the randomly selected ranks are imputed into the 
synthetic records so that ZSSI,j = Yr*SSI,i , ZTAX,j = Yr*TAX,i, and ZWAGE,j = Yr*WAGE,i.  
 
Values of δ1, δ2, and δ3  control the amount of further perturbation introduced by the rank swapping procedure.  Higher 
values increase perturbation and disclosure limitation, but decrease data utility, while lower values preserve data utility 
which decreasing the perturbation and disclosure limitation.  In this application δ1, δ2, and δ3 are set equal to 20.  Further 
research should be done to determine the optimal value and impact of deviation from optimality for each. 
 
Summary 

 
The illustration in Figure 1 illustrates the proposed synthetic data method in entirety.  The block on the top represents the 
original data set.  It is divided into three portions corresponding to variables to which each of three synthetic data methods 
are applied.  The block on the bottom represents the synthetic data set, divided into the same three portions.  The arrows 
between the blocks indicate the method used on each portion to obtain synthetic values. 
 
 

4. RESULTS ON DATA UTILITY AND SIMULATION PERFORMANCE 
 

In this section, data utility is assessed with respect to the preservation of marginal and conditional distributions.  Marginal 
distributions of the original and synthetic data are compared using visual inspection of empirical plots of densities.  
Regression estimates, standard errors, and R-squared values are useful to compare conditional distributions. 
 
4.1 Marginal distributions 
 
Plotted densities of synthetic and original values of AGE, RET, SS, and the log of these values are presented in Figure 2.  
Synthetic values of AGE, RET, and SS are generated using conditional quantile regression models.  The plots show that 
the densities of the synthetic and original data on these variables are roughly equal, indicating that the quantile regression 
portion of the proposed synthetic data method preserves marginal distributions well.    
 
Plotted densities of synthetic and original values of SSI, TAX, WAGE, and the log of these values are presented in Figure 
3.  Synthetic values of SSI, TAX, and WAGE are generated using hot deck imputation and rank swapping.  Plots of 
empirical densities for each of these variables indicate the densities of values on these variables are roughly equal in the 
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original and synthetic data sets, indicating that the hot deck imputation and rank swapping portion of the proposed method 
preserves the marginal distributions well.  
 
4.2 Conditional distributions 
 
To compare the conditional distribution of values in the synthetic data set with those in the original data set, we compare 
regression estimates.  In particular, the distribution of responses conditional on SCHL/VPS categories allows us to assess 
if the conditional relationships in the original data set are preserved in the synthetic set.  Other analyses and models can be 
considered. The choice would best be driven by the specific analyses of interest potential users of the synthetic data set by 
considering conditional distributions of most interest to them.  
 
Regression estimates and standard errors from a linear regression model of YAGE on ZSCHL/VPS and of ZAGE on ZSCHL/VPS are 
presented in Table 3.  The results show that original and synthetic values produce similar regression estimates and 
standard errors. Notice that the standard errors of each estimated coefficient are slightly lower for the synthetic data than 
for the original data.  This makes sense since the synthetic values ZAGE are predictions computed directly from original 
values YSCHL  and YVPS.   The R-squared value for the synthetic data is slightly lower than for the original data.  This may 
be due to the added variability (from predictions being made at random quantiles) in the synthetic data. The results in 
Table 3 show that the synthetic data for AGE values retain the conditional relationship with SCHL/VPS categories that 
appears in the original data.   

 
5. SUMMARY 

 
To enable government agencies to disseminate useful microdata and maintain confidentiality of individual records, we 
propose to create synthetic data using a combination of quantile regression, hot deck imputation, and rank swapping.  The 
result is a releasable data set containing original values for a few key variables, synthetic quantile regression predictions 
for several variables, and imputed and perturbed values for remaining variables. The procedure provides quality data to 
the user and simultaneously protects the confidentiality of respondents.  The method was illustrated by creating synthetic 
data for a Public Use Microdata Set from the American Community Survey. 
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Table 3: Linear regression results on original and synthetic data:  YAGE = YSCHL/VPS βAGE + εAGE 

 
ORIGINAL DATA SYNTHETIC DATA  

SCHL/VPS Estimate Standard error Estimate Standard error 
Intercept 1.00 0.54 0.98 0.53 

2 7.65 0.77 7.45 0.76 
3 7.45 0.65 7.07 0.64 
4 15.14 0.78 14.62 0.77 
5 33.76 0.70 35.56 0.69 
6 28.04 0.84 28.89 0.83 
7 33.59 0.81 35.34 0.80 
8 32.93 0.81 34.38 0.80 
9 48.50 1.09 47.27 1.08 

10 50.24 0.58 48.12 0.57 
11 44.32 0.70 43.82 0.69 
12 41.50 0.63 42.42 0.62 
13 43.75 0.59 43.96 0.58 
14 72.70 1.09 61.62 1.07 
15 60.19 0.67 61.59 0.67 
16 57.58 0.86 56.68 0.85 

R-squared 0.4679 0.4622 
 
 

Figure 1: An illustration of the synthetic data method that combines conditional  
quantile regression modelling, hot deck imputation, and ranks swapping. 
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Figure 2: Empirical densities for AGE, RET, SS, log(RET), log(SS) from original and 

synthetic U.S. Census Bureau Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) data. 
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Figure 3: Empirical densities for SSI, TAX, WAGE, log(SSI), log(TAX), log(WAGE) from original  

and synthetic U.S. Census Bureau Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) data. 
 

 

 
 
 
 


